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Intellectual Property Law, 2014 Edition
Leading Lawyers on Trends and Key Strategies for the Upcoming Year (Aspatore
Thought Leadership)
Intellectual Property Law 2014 discusses the key upcoming trends in intellectual property law for 2014, highlighting the major milestones over the past year and providing overall
thought leadership for the year ahead. Featuring partners from some of the nation's leading law ﬁrms, these experts discuss recent changes in laws, decisions, and policies that
have aﬀected the practice of intellectual property law, as well as recent case decisions that will impact the future scope of this ever-changing area of law. These authors identify the
major hurdles their clients will face in 2014 and the most signiﬁcant changes they are looking to employ in their strategy over the upcoming year.

Bankruptcy and Financial Restructuring Law 2014
Top Lawyers on Trends and Key Strategies for the Upcoming Year
Law School Leadership Strategies
Top Deans on Benchmarking Success, Incorporating Feedback from Faculty and
Students, and Building the Endowment
Law School Leadership Strategies is a smart and intriguing volume that outlines the role of today?s educational leaders and discusses the current state and future shape of law
school management. Featuring deans representing some of the most highly recognized legal education programs, this book provides a broad, yet comprehensive overview of the ins
and outs of the industry and the strategic thinking behind operating a law school. Discussing the ever-changing role and responsibilities of the dean and the importance of building
a successful administration team, authors provide valuable insights into the business and oﬀer indispensable advice for success. Identifying the need to strike a balance between a
center for intellectual growth and a proﬁtable institution, as well as the process of distinguishing their instituition in the marketplace and measuring success, these leaders oﬀer
strategies for leading a center of legal education into the twenty-ﬁrst century. From developing fundraising campaigns and generating revenue to utilizing technology and meeting
students'' needs, these authorities articulate the ﬁner points around the business now, and what will hold true into the future. The diﬀerent niches represented and the breadth of
perspectives presented enable readers to get inside some of the great minds of today, as experts explore in detail what it takes to build and sustain the organizations that educate
the future''s great legal authorities.Inside the Minds provides readers with proven business intelligence from C-Level executives (Chairman, CEO, CFO, CMO, Partner) from the
world?s most respected companies nation-wide, rather than third-party accounts from unknown authors and analysts. Each chapter is comparable to an essay/thought leadership
piece and is a future-oriented look at where an industry, profession, or topic is headed and the most important issues for the future. Through an exhaustive selection process, each
author was hand-picked by the Inside the Minds editorial board to author a chapter.Chapters Include:1. Claudio Grossman, Dean, Professor of Law, and Raymond Geraldson Scholar
for International and Humanitarian Law, American University Washington College of Law - "Building a Stronger Future";2. Donald J. Polden, Dean and Professor of Law, Santa Clara
University School of Law - "Key Strategies to Enhance a Dean?s Eﬀectiveness";3. Elizabeth Rindskopf Parker, Dean, University of the Paciﬁc McGeorge School of Law - "The Life Cycle
of a Dean";4. Glen Weissenberger, Dean, DePaul University College of Law - "Balancing the Challenges with the Rewards";5. James L. Huﬀman, Erskine Wood Senior Professor of Law
and Former Dean, Lewis & Clark Law School - "Satisfying a Variety of Constituencies";6. W. H. Knight Jr., Dean, University of Washington School of Law - "The Dean as Cultural
Catalyst";7. John Costonis, Chancellor, LSU Law Center - "One Size Does Not Fit All";8. Maureen A. O?Rourke, Dean, Boston University School of Law - "Being Yourself while Keeping
Up with Everyone Else";9. Rebecca Hanner White, Dean and J. Alton Hosch Professor of Law, University of Georgia School of Law - "Be Passionate, Appreciative, and Decisive";10.
Robert H. Jerry II, Dean and Levin, Mabie, and Levin Professor of Law, University of Florida Levin College of Law - "Deﬁning and Achieving Excellence";11. Samuel Marion Davis, Dean
and Jamie L. Whitten Professor of Law and Government, University of Mississippi School of Law - "There and Back Again: A Dean?s Tale";12. Rex R. Perschbacher, Dean and Professor
of Law, UC Davis School of Law - "Keeping Pace with a Constantly-Evolving Role";13. Nancy B. Rapoport, Professor and Former Dean, University of Houston Law Center - "Reﬂections
of a Former Dean";14. Edward Rubin, Dean, Vanderbilt University Law School - "Leadership and Literature";15. Kellye Y. Testy, Dean and Professor of Law, Seattle University School
of Law - "Leading for Mission."Appendices Include:Appendix A: Appointment Policy and Procedure and Promotion and Tenure ReviewsAppendix B: School BylawsAppendix C:
Strategic PlanAppendix D: Staﬀ Retreat ExcerptsAppendix E: Strategic Planning Process OutlineAppendix F: Strategic Planning Process Resources Template

Intellectual Property Law 2013
Top Lawyers on Trends and Key Strategies for the Upcoming Year
Intellectual Property Law 2013 discusses the key upcoming trends in intellectual property law for 2013, highlighting the major milestones over the past year and providing overall
thought leadership for the year ahead.

Mergers and Acquisitions Law 2014
Top Lawyers on Trends and Key Strategies for the Upcoming Year
Employment Law 2013
Top Lawyers on Trends and Key Strategies for the Upcoming Year
Employment Law 2013 discusses the key upcoming trends in employment law for 2013, highlighting the major milestones over the past year and providing overall thought
leadership for the year ahead. Featuring partners from some of the nations leading law ﬁrms, these experts discuss recent changes in laws, decisions, and policies that have
aﬀected the practice of employment law, as well as recent case decisions that will impact the future scope of this everchanging area of law. These authors identify the major hurdles
their clients will face in 2013 and the most signiﬁcant changes they are looking to employ in their strategy over the upcoming year.

Insurance Law 2014
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Top Lawyers on Trends and Key Strategies for the Upcoming Year
Insurance Law 2016
Top Lawyers on Trends and Key Strategies for the Upcoming Year
Goals for Successful Technology Executives
Top Ctos and Cios on Communicating With Employees, Providing Leadership, and
Developing Year-to-year Goals
"Inside the Minds provides readers with proven business intelligence from C-Level executives (Chairman, CEO, CFO, CMO, Partner) from the world's most respected companies
nationwide, rather than third-party accounts from unknown authors and analysts. Each chapter is comparable to an essay/thought leadership piece and is a future-oriented look at
where an industry, profession or topic is headed and the most important issues for the future. Through an exhaustive selection process, each author was hand-picked by the Inside
the Minds editorial board to author a chapter for this book. Chapters Include: 1. Douglas F. Busch, Corporate Vice President and Chief Technology Oﬃcer, Digital Health Group, Intel
Corporation - ""Viewing Technology through a Zoom Len"" 2. Warren Harrington, Vice President and Chief Information Oﬃcer, Blackwell Consulting Services - ""IT Leadership
Thoughts, Insights, and Experiences"" 3. Robert J. Moran, Senior Vice President and Chief Information Oﬃcer, N.E.W.

Employment Law 2012
Top Lawyers on Trends and Key Strategies for the Upcoming Year
Aspatore Books Employment Law 2012 discusses the key upcoming trends in employment law for 2012, highlighting the major milestones over the past year and providing overall
thought leadership for the year ahead. Featuring partners from some of the nations leading law ﬁrms, these experts discuss recent changes in laws, decisions, and policies that
have aﬀected the practice of employment law, as well as recent case decisions that will impact the future scope of this ever-changing area of law. These authors identify the major
hurdles their clients will face in 2012 and the most signiﬁcant changes they are looking to employ in their strategy over the upcoming year.

Labor & Employment Law 2007
Top Lawyers on Trends and Key Strategies for the Upcoming Year (Aspatore Thought
Leadership)
Mergers and Acquisitions Law 2012
Top Lawyers on Trends and Key Strategies for the Upcoming Year
Aspatore Books Mergers and Acquisitions Law 2012 discusses the key upcoming trends in M&A law for 2012, highlighting the major milestones over the past year and providing
overall thought leadership for the year ahead. Featuring partners from some of the nations leading law ﬁrms, these experts discuss recent changes in laws, decisions, and policies
that have aﬀected the practice of mergers and acquisitions law, as well as recent case decisions that will impact the future scope of this ever-changing area of law. These authors
identify the major hurdles their clients will face in 2012 and the most signiﬁcant changes they are looking to employ in their strategy over the upcoming year.

Employment Law 2014
Top Lawyers on Trends and Key Strategies for the Upcoming Year
Employment Law 2014 discusses the key upcoming trends in

Human Resource Management in Health Care: Principles and Practice
Jones & Bartlett Learning This innovative text will be useful for students and as a reference for practitioners. Each chapter will begin with a case study that focuses on the topical
material of the chapter. the case study will be resolved at the conclusion of the chapter. In addition to references used in the chapter, each chapter will have a resources section for
books, periodicals, websites and organizations.

Insurance Law 2013
Top Lawyers on Trends and Key Strategies for the Upcoming Year
Insurance Law 2013 discusses the key upcoming trends in insurance law for 2013, highlighting the major milestones over the past year and providing overall thought leadership for
the year ahead. Featuring partners from some of the nations leading law ﬁrms, these experts discuss recent changes in laws, decisions, and policies that have aﬀected the practice
of insurance law, as well as recent case decisions that will impact the future scope of this everchanging area of law. These authors identify the major hurdles their clients will face in
2013 and the most signiﬁcant changes they are looking to employ in their strategy over the upcoming year.

Insurance Law 2012
Top Lawylerson Trends and Key Strategies for the Upcoming Year
Aspatore Books

Management Consulting Thought Leadership
Leading Consultants on Best Practices, Assessing Business Models, and Adding Value
for Clients
Mergers and Acquisitions Law 2010
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Top Lawyers on Trends and Key Strategies for the Upcoming Year
Aspatore Books Mergers and Acquisitions Law 2010 discusses the key upcoming trends in M&A law for 2010, highlighting the major milestones over the past year and providing
overall thought leadership for the year ahead. Featuring partners from some of the nations leading law ﬁrms, these experts discuss recent changes in laws, decisions, and policies
that have aﬀected the practice of mergers and acquisitions law, as well as recent case decisions that will impact the future scope of this ever-changing area of law. These authors
identify the major hurdles their clients will face in 2010 and the most signiﬁcant changes they are looking to employ in their strategy over the upcoming year.

White Collar Law 2007
Top Lawyers on Trends and Key Strategies for the Upcoming Year (Aspatore Thought
Leadership)
Aspatore Books White Collar Law 2007 discusses the key upcoming trends in white collar law for 2007, highlighting the major milestones over the past year and providing overall
thought leadership for the year ahead. Featuring partners from some of the nation's leading law ﬁrms, these experts discuss recent changes in laws, decisions, and policies that
have aﬀected the practice of white collar law, as well as recent case decisions that will impact the future scope of this ever-changing area of law. These authors identify the major
hurdles their clients will face in 2007 and the most signiﬁcant changes they are looking to employ in their strategy over the upcoming year. Chapters include: 1. Joseph F. Savage Jr.,
Partner, Goodwin Procter LLP - "Ongoing Developments in White Collar Practice" 2. Robert R. Calo, Partner, Lane Powell PC - "Beyond Enforcement: When the Law Invades Corporate
Governance" 3. Robert N. Miller, Partner, Perkins Coie LLP - "The Thompson Memo and White Collar Law: The Burden of 'Cooperation'"

Bankruptcy and Financial Restructuring Law 2010
Top Lawyers on Trends and Key Strategies for the Upcoming Year
Aspatore Books Bankruptcy and Financial Restructuring Law 2010 discusses the key upcoming trends in bankruptcy and ﬁnancial restructuring law for 2010, highlighting the major
milestones over the past year and providing overall thought leadership for the year ahead. Featuring partners from some of the nation's leading law ﬁrms, these experts discuss
recent changes in laws, decisions, and policies that have aﬀected the practice of bankruptcy and ﬁnancial restructuring law, as well as recent case decisions that will impact the
future scope of this ever-changing area of law. These authors identify the major hurdles their clients will face in 2010 and the most signiﬁcant changes they are looking to employ in
their strategy over the upcoming year.

Employment Law 2011
Top Lawyers on Trends and Key Strategies for the Upcoming Year
Mergers and Acquisitions Law 2011
Top Lawyers on Trends and Key Strategies for the Upcoming Year
Mergers and Acquisitions Law 2011 discusses the key upcoming trends in M & A law for 2011, highlighting the major milestones over the past year and providing overall thought
leadership for the year ahead. Featuring partners from some of the nation's leading law ﬁrms, these experts discuss recent changes in laws, decisions, and policies that have
aﬀected the practice of mergers and acquisitions law, as well as recent case decisions that will impact the future scope of this ever-changing area of law. These authors identify the
major hurdles their clients will face in 2011 and the most signiﬁcant changes they are looking to employ in their strategy over the upcoming year. Book jacket.

Employment Law 2010
Top Lawyers on Trends and Key Strategies for the Upcoming Year
Aspatore Books Employment Law 2010 discusses the key upcoming trends in employment law for 2010, highlighting the major milestones over the past year and providing overall
thought leadership for the year ahead. Featuring partners from some of the nation's leading law ﬁrms, these experts discuss recent changes in laws, decisions, and policies that
have aﬀected the practice of employment law, as well as recent case decisions that will impact the future scope of this ever-changing practice area. These authors identify the major
hurdles their clients will face in 2010 and the most signiﬁcant changes they are looking to employ in their strategy over the upcoming year.

Bankruptcy and Financial Restructuring Law 2009
Top Lawyers on Trends and Key Strategies for the Upcoming Year
Bankruptcy and Financial Restructuring Law 2009 discusses the key upcoming trends in bankruptcy and ﬁnancial restructuring law for 2009, highlighting the major milestones over
the past year and providing overall thought leadership for the year ahead. Featuring partners from some of the nation's leading law ﬁrms, these experts discuss recent changes in
laws, decisions, and policies that have aﬀected the practice of bankruptcy and ﬁnancial restructuring law, as well as recent case decisions that will impact the future scope of this
ever-changing area of law. These authors identify the major hurdles their clients will face in 2009 and the most signiﬁcant changes they are looking to employ in their strategy over
the upcoming year.

Bankruptcy and Restructuring Chapter 11 Strategies 2009
Top Lawyers on Trends and Key Strategies for the Upcoming Year
Bankruptcy & Restructuring Chapter 11 Strategies 2009 discusses the key upcoming trends in Chapter 11 bankruptcies for 2009, highlighting the major milestones over the past
year and providing overall thought leadership for the year ahead. Featuring partners from some of the nations leading law ﬁrms, these experts discuss recent changes in laws,
decisions, and policies that have aﬀected the ﬁling of Chapter 11s, as well as recent case decisions that will impact the future scope of this ever-changing area of law. These authors
identify the major hurdles their clients will face in 2009 and the most signiﬁcant changes they are looking to employ in their strategy over the upcoming year.

Employment Law 2011
Top Lawyers on Trends and Key Strategies for the Upcoming Year
Aspatore Books Employment Law 2011 discusses the key upcoming trends in employment law for 2011, highlighting the major milestones over the past year and providing overall
thought leadership for the year ahead. Featuring partners from some of the nation's leading law ﬁrms, these experts discuss recent changes in laws, decisions, and policies that
have aﬀected the practice of employment law, as well as recent case decisions that will impact the future scope of this ever-changing area of law. These authors identify the major
hurdles their clients will face in 2011 and the most signiﬁcant changes they are looking to employ in their strategy over the upcoming year. Book jacket.

Managing the Human Resources Team
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Leading HR Executives on Motivating Team Members, Creating an Eﬀective Work
Environment, and Achieving a Vision
Inside the Minds provides readers with proven business intelligence from C-Level executives (Chairman, CEO, CFO, CMO, Partner) from the world's most respected companies
nationwide, rather than third-party accounts from unknown authors and analysts. Each chapter is comparable to an essay/thought leadership piece and is a future-oriented look at
where an industry, profession or topic is headed and the most important issues for the future. Through an exhaustive selection process, each author was hand-picked by the Inside
the Minds editorial board to author a chapter for this book.

Insurance Law 2011
Top Lawyers on Trends and Key Strategies for the Upcoming Year
Insurance Law 2011 discusses the key upcoming trends in insurance law for 2011, highlighting the major milestones over the past year and providing overall thought leadership for
the year ahead. Featuring partners from some of the nation's leading law ﬁrms, these experts discuss recent changes in laws, decisions, and policies that have aﬀected the practice
of insurance law, as well as recent case decisions that will impact the future scope of this ever-changing area of law. These authors identify the major hurdles their clients will face
in 2011 and the most signiﬁcant changes they are looking to employ in their strategy over the upcoming year. Book jacket.

Managing Your Career in the Health Care Industry
Infobase Publishing Oﬀers advice on obtaining a job in the health care industry and nurturing a successful career in this fast-growing ﬁeld.

Insurance Law 2010
Top Lawyers on Trends and Key Strategies for the Upcoming Year
Aspatore Books Insurance Law 2010 discusses the key upcoming trends in insurance law for 2010, highlighting the major milestones over the past year and providing overall thought
leadership for the year ahead. Featuring partners from some of the nation's leading law ﬁrms, these experts discuss recent changes in laws, decisions, and policies that have
aﬀected the practice of insurance law, as well as recent case decisions that will impact the future scope of this ever-changing area of law. These authors identify the major hurdles
their clients will face in 2010 and the most signiﬁcant changes they are looking to employ in their strategy over the upcoming year. Book jacket.

Bankruptcy and Financial Restructuring Law 2012
Top Lawyers on Trends and Key Strategies for the Upcoming Year
Aspatore Books Bankruptcy and Financial Restructuring Law 2012 discusses the key upcoming trends in bankruptcy and ﬁnancial restructuring law for 2012, highlighting the major
milestones over the past year and providing overall thought leadership for the year ahead. Featuring partners from some of the nations leading law ﬁrms, these experts discuss
recent changes in laws, decisions, and policies that have aﬀected the practice of bankruptcy and ﬁnancial restructuring law, as well as recent case decisions that will impact the
future scope of this ever-changing area of law. These authors identify the major hurdles their clients will face in 2012 and the most signiﬁcant changes they are looking to employ in
their strategy over the upcoming year.

Bankruptcy and Financial Restructuring Law 2011
Top Lawyers on Trends and Key Strategies for the Upcoming Year
Aspatore Books Bankruptcy and Financial Restructuring Law 2011 discusses the key upcoming trends in bankruptcy and ﬁnancial restructuring law for 2011, highlighting the major
milestones over the past year and providing overall thought leadership for the year ahead. Featuring partners from some of the nation's leading law ﬁrms, these experts discuss
recent changes in laws, decisions, and policies that have aﬀected the practice of bankruptcy and ﬁnancial restructuring law, as well as recent case decisions that will impact the
future scope of this ever-changing area of law. These authors identify the major hurdles their clients will face in 2011 and the most signiﬁcant changes they are looking to employ in
their strategy over the upcoming year. Book jacket.

Intellectual Property Law 2007
Top Lawyers on Trends and Key Strategies for the Upcoming Year (Aspatore Thought
Leadership)
Aspatore Books Intellectual Property Law 2007 discusses the key upcoming trends in intellectual property and patent law for 2007, highlighting the major milestones over the past
year and providing overall thought leadership for the year ahead. Featuring partners from some of the nation's leading law ﬁrms, these experts discuss recent changes in laws,
decisions, and policies that have aﬀected the practice of intellectual property and patent law, as well as recent case decisions that will impact the future scope of this ever-changing
area of law. These authors identify the major hurdles their clients will face in 2007 and the most signiﬁcant changes they are looking to employ in their strategy over the upcoming
year. Chapters include: 1. Courtland W. Anderson, Partner, Bodman LLP - "The Broadening and Strengthening of IP Rights" 2. James Dimos, Chair, Intellectual Property Practice
Group, Locke Reynolds LLP - "Recent Changes in the Landscape of IP Litigation" 3. Louis F. Wagner, Esq., Co-Chair, Intellectual Property Practice Group; Mark J. Skakun III,
Shareholder; Philip R. Wiese, Shareholder, Buckingham, Doolittle & Burroughs LLP - "A Supreme Court Case that Was Never Decided: But Did the United States Patent and
Trademark Oﬃce Get the Message?" 4. Paul E. Krieger, Partner, Fulbright & Jaworski LLP - "The Changing Landscape of Patent Law: A Case-by-Case Study" 5. William L. LaFuze,
Partner, Vinson & Elkins LLP - "A Look Ahead at Patent Reform"

The Business of Membership Organizations
Industry Leaders on Achieving Successful Stewardship, Establishing Financial Goals,
and Providing Value to Members
Aspatore Books The Business of Membership Organizations is an authoritative, insider's perspective on strategic thinking for leading a membership organization or association.
Featuring CEOs and Presidents from leading organizations, this book provides a broad yet comprehensive overview of the challenges unique to leadership of an industry association
or social cause. From establishing ﬁnancial and organizational goals to attracting new members, these leaders articulate the ﬁner points of stewardship in their various specialties
and provide insight on what it takes for an organization to become known as a leader in its arena. The authors focus on what it takes to build a solid reputation, hitting on the
importance of strategic marketing, meeting and exceeding member needs, and constantly striving for innovation. The diﬀerent niches represented and the breadth of perspectives
presented enable readers to get inside some of the minds powering major associations and social movements today, as the experts explore what it takes to build and sustain a
successful membership organization. Inside the Minds provides readers with proven business intelligence from C-Level executives (Chairman, CEO, CFO, CMO, Partner) from the
world's most respected companies nationwide, rather than third-party accounts from unknown authors and analysts. Each chapter is comparable to an essay/thought leadership
piece and is a future-oriented look at where an industry, profession, or topic is headed and the most important issues for the future. Through an exhaustive selection process, each
author was hand-picked by the Inside the Minds editorial board to author a chapter for this book. Chapters Include: 1. Red Cavaney, Presidentand Chief Executive Oﬃcer, American
Petroleum Institute - Association Management: Vision and Leadership 2. Ken Wasch, President, Software & Information Industry Association (SIIA) - Setting Yourself Apart 3. Robert
W. Holleyman II, President and Chief Executive Oﬃcer, Business Software Alliance - Alignment and the Global Trade Association CEO 4. Ingrid Newkirk, Co-Founder and President,
People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals - Successfully Fighting for Your Cause 5. Stephen Swid, Chairman and Chief Executive Oﬃcer, SESAC Inc. - Showing Strength and Putting
up a Fight
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HR Leadership & Development
Top Human Resources Executives on Setting Goals, Managing Change & Making a
Financial Impact
Inside the Minds provides readers with proven business intelligence from C-Level executives (Chairman, CEO, CFO, CMO, Partner) from the world's most respected companies
nationwide, rather than third-party accounts from unknown authors and analysts. Each chapter is comparable to an essay/thought leadership piece and is a future-oriented look at
where an industry, profession or topic is headed and the most important issues for the future. Through an exhaustive selection process, each author was hand-picked by the Inside
the Minds editorial board to author a chapter for this book.

CEO Leadership Strategies
Leading CEOs on Driving Accountability, Managing Change, and Fostering Growth
CEO Leadership Strategies is an authoritative, insiders perspective on deﬁning company goals, motivating the workforce, and achieving continued ﬁnancial success. Featuring CEOs
from some of the top companies in the nation, this book oﬀers best practices for designating priorities, establishing learning and development opportunities, and creating a
trustworthy and eﬃcient team to deliver on company goals. Recognizing that employees are not always receptive to strategic changes, the authors emphasize the importance of
practicing honest, transparent communication and soliciting formal and informal feedback regularly. Comprised of a collection of unique experiences, readers will beneﬁt from
speciﬁc examples for overcoming career challenges and achieving signiﬁcant milestones. The diﬀerent niches represented and the breadth of perspectives presented enable readers
to get inside some of the leading minds of today, as these CEOs oﬀer their insights on leading an organization by example and building the framework for success.

Software Leadership Strategies
CRM, Integration, ERP, and Storage Solutions CEOs Oﬀer Best Practices and Keys to
Success in the Software Industry
Chapters Include: The Hype and the Reality of Software Integration Solutions; Using Technology to Provide Service; Visions for the Storage Solutions Industry; ERP Applied to Your
Second Largest Expense: Oﬃcial Real Estate Infrastructure; Strategies for Technology Services; Providing a Web-based Solution; Staying Customer-Focused 24/7; Location-based
CRM; SFA & CRM: The Next Generation. About Inside the Minds: Inside the Minds provides readers with proven business intelligence from C-Level executives (Chairman, CEO, CFO,
CMO, Partner) from the world's most respected companies nationwide, rather than third-party accounts from unknown authors and analysts. Each chapter is comparable to an
essay/thought leadership piece and is a future-oriented look at where an industry, profession or topic is headed and the most important issues for the future.

International Trade & Transactions Law 2007
Top Lawyers on Trends and Key Strategies for the Upcoming Year (Aspatore Thought
Leadership)
Aspatore Books International Trade & Transactions Law 2007 discusses the key upcoming trends in international trade and transactions law for 2007, highlighting the major
milestones over the past year and providing overall thought leadership for the year ahead. Featuring partners from some of the nation's leading law ﬁrms, these experts discuss
recent changes in laws, decisions, and policies that have aﬀected the practice of international trade and transactions law, as well as recent case decisions that will impact the future
scope of this ever-changing area of law. These authors identify the major hurdles their clients will face in 2007 and the most signiﬁcant changes they are looking to employ in their
strategy over the upcoming year. Chapters include: 1. Laura Fraedrich, Partner, Kirkland & Ellis LLP - "Globalization Sends Multinational Companies into Compliance Mode" 2.
Munford Page Hall II, Partner, Adduci, Mastriani & Schaumberg LLP - "Importing Goods into the United States in the 21st Century: Recent Developments You Should Be Aware Of" 3.
Marian E. Ladner, Member, Epstein Becker Green Wickliﬀ & Hall PC - "Compliance with Products Crossing Borders in 2007" 4. Elliot J. Feldman, Partner and Head, International Trade
Practice, Baker Hostetler LLP - "Replacing Law with Negotiation in International Trade"

Loan-to-own
Schuldenbasierte Übernahmen in Zeiten moderner Restrukturierungen und
mangelnder Gläubigertransparenz
Nomos Verlag "Loan-to-own" beschreibt Investmentstrategien, bei denen vor allem Finanzinvestoren gezielt Forderungen gegen Schuldnerunternehmen aufkaufen, um diese in
vorinsolvenzlichen Sanierungsverhandlungen oder einem Insolvenzverfahren zu übernehmen. Das Geschäftsmodell stammt aus den USA und entwickelt sich auch in Deutschland zu
einer beliebten Strategie. Das Werk ist das erste seiner Art, das schuldenbasierte Übernahmen umfassend untersucht. Es bietet einen Wegweiser für die zahlreichen
Transaktionsvarianten und ihre Akteure und zeichnet die Entwicklung des Distressed-Debt-Marktes in den USA und Deutschland nach. Die Restriktionen des geltenden Zivil-, Bank-,
Gesellschafts-, Insolvenz- und Kapitalmarktrechts werden analysiert und auf Reformbedarf überprüft. Insbesondere wird ein Gläubigertransparenzregime hergeleitet, das die
Abstimmung des Insolvenz- mit dem Kapitalmarktrecht verbessert sowie für Eﬃzienz, Flexibilität und Spezialisierungspotential des Finanzstandortes Deutschland sorgt.

Biotechnology Venture Capital Valuations
Leading VCs on Deal Structures, Negotiations, and Best Practices for Current and
Future Rounds of Financing
Biotechnology Venture Capital Valuations is an authoritative, insider's perspective on biotech venture capital for both the venture capitalist and the entrepreneur. Featuring
partners, presidents, and CEOs of top venture capital and investment ﬁrms, Biotechnology Venture Capital Valuations provides best practices for venture capitalists and
entrepreneurs at all stages of investment with a focus on determining valuations and structuring deals. These industry experts discuss their strategies for considering a biotech
investment, locating investment opportunity, assessing risk, and negotiating with the entrepreneur, as well as oﬀering diﬀerent valuation methods for a variety of common
scenarios. This book provides valuable insight for those investing capital as well as those needing it, including explanation of the diﬀerent goals of the venture capitalist and
entrepreneur, common mistakes made on both sides, and how best to establish a productive relationship between the two.
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